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or children experiencing difficulty with reading, the help parents provide at home is crucial for their
achievement gains (Darling, 2005; Nelson, 2005). Parents need support and encouragement to guide their
hildren's literacy development (Epstein & Dauber, 1991; Gang & Poche, 1982). One way to accomplish
this is through training sessions that teach parents how to successfully tutor their children at home in reading and writing (Fishel & Ramirez, 2005; Powell-Smith, Shinn, Stoner, & Good, 2000). By focusing primarily
on reading and writing, parents can learn how to connect these two academic areas in the home (Epstein &
Dauber, 1991; Saint-Laurent & Giasson, 2005).
Although parents need to know a variety of reading and writing strategies designed to help their
children, most importantly, parents need to be
encouraged to create a climate in the home that
is conducive to enjoyable literacy learning (Christenson, Rounds, & Gorney, 1992; Ediger, 2008;
Saint-Laurent & Giasson, 2005). Parents need to be
encouraged to talk with their children about varied
genres, act as reading and writing role models,
and create a home-environment that encourages
and fosters their children's literacy development
(Christenson et al., 1992; Little & Box, 2002; Nelson,
2005). Parents' influence significantly impacts their
children's overall academic growth (Nelson, 2005).
Parents can receive support through universities and
school systems in order to help their children with
reading and writing. Epstein (1995) suggested that
schools must demonstrate concern for their students
and their students' families. Graham-Clay (2005)
recommended one way schools could show such
concern is through offering workshops for parents.
Thus, when schools facilitate parent workshops on
varied topics, everyone benefits.

Theoretical Framework
Epstein (1995) summarized a framework that
included six forms of improving the school-familycommunity partnership. The six main types of

involvement include parenting, communicating,
volunteering, learning at home, decision-making, and
collaborating with community. Each of these types
of involvement includes a multitude of practices
in which schools, families, and communities work
together to improve student achievement. When all
parties involved in students' learning work together,
students benefit because of the "overlapping spheres
of influence" (Epstein, 1995, p. 702). Sanders (2000)
discovered, through interviews with individuals
partnering to assist special needs students, that open
communication, shared decision-making, and facilitating students' achievement supported the growing
partnership. Jason, Kurasaki, Neuson, and Garcia
(1993) concluded that when schools and families
work together, all children have a greater opportunity of experiencing success, especially children in
danger of academic failure.
When these spheres of influence separate, a gap in
communication occurs between home and school.
Seeley (1993) referred to this gap in the delegation
model in which the responsibilities for teaching
students has already been delegated between home
and school and any changes to those responsibilities are resisted by all parties. He, like Epstein
(1995), supported the notion of a paradigm shift in
which a positive home and school relationship is a
necessity.

Danielle L. DeFauw is a literacy coach and has taught third grade for Davison Community Schools. Erin L. Burton is a second-grade teacher for Troy Public schools.
Both are doctoral candidates in the Department of Reading and Language Arts at
Oakland University.
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Table 1: Attendance at each session

Purpose of the Study
As part of the reading clinic program at a Michigan
university, parents must bring their children to the
university for preliminary testing to provide one-onone tutoring support the following month when the
clinic officially begins. During that time, we noticed
most of the parents waiting in an adjacent cafe, and
we believed the parents' wait time could be enhanced
through additional educational support provided by
the university. We decided to offer an opportunity
for further learning to the parents waiting for their
children during the 8-week tutoring service.
We value the notion of educating not only children
but also the entire family. We felt the parents' waittime could be enhanced by the university offering an
additional service to these families through a series
of six focus group sessions covering topics of reading
comprehension and fluency, book selection, writing,
spelling, technology, and assessment. Parents were
invited to participate in these focus group sessions
intended to help them further support their children
at home. We listened to parents discuss their children's literacy in order to improve parent-teacher
communication within the educational system.

Participants
The parents of children attending the winter 2008
reading clinic at a Michigan university had an opportunity to participate in six focus group sessions developed
to share their concerns, questions, and comments
about literacy, assessment, and technology. We, as two
teacher-researchers, acted as complete participants in
the focus groups. All group members played invaluable
roles in designing and initiating the program's agenda
following the first night's session (Mattingly, Prislin,
McKenzie, Rodriguez, & Kayzar, 2002). Parents were
offered snacks and refreshments and were assured
meetings would end before their children completed
their tutoring sessions. Each week, fliers were posted
around the building to invite any reading clinic parents
to the week's session. Of the 37 registered reading
clinic students, 13 families were represented at the
sessions in which two of the families had both parents
present. A total of 15 parents that included four fathers
joined one or more sessions. One parent who attended
the first session left the country. Another parent who
attended the first three sessions left due to health
issues. Table 1 details the number of parents at each
session, and Table 2 repi:esents the grade levels of the
parents' children.
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Session

Number of Parents

1

11

2

8

3

10

4

11

5

9

6

9

Table 2: Grade level of parents' children
Grade

Number of Students

2

1

3

2

4

2

5

6

6

1

8

1

9

2

Post-High School

1

Methodology
Using an inquiry mode of action research with a
practical perspective, we explored, described, and
explained the interactions observed during the parent focus groups (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998). We sought
to better understand parents' perceptions of helping
their struggling readers and writers.
Our main research focus was to understand parents'
perceptions of what they needed to ensure their children's academic success without necessarily imparting our teacher knowledge. It was imperative that
the parents felt invested in the program and used
it to meet the needs of their children (Christenson,
1995). However, we also wanted to provide support to
the parents in any way they needed, which included
sharing strategies supported by our own practice and
research. We intended to accomplish these goals by
establishing a relaxed and supportive environment
where parents would feel comfortable openly sharing
their comments, questions, and concerns about their
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children's education. We desired to build a community with the parents in which all group members
were viewed as experts in their knowledge about
children.
After reviewing the methodology literature, we
decided that our research intentions most closely
aligned with focus group methodology (Krueger &
Casey, 2000). However, our use of focus group methodology differs due to the use of a single focus group
and the exchange of information through reciprocal
relationships between parents and teacher-researchers. We held open discussions with the parents in
order to foster individual and group change through
the instructional strategies and suggestions shared
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1998).
The topics discussed during the instructional sessions most closely followed the type of involvement
described by Epstein (1995, p. 704) as "Learning at
Home," which included helping with homework as a
frequent topic. Christenson and her colleagues (1992)
described how homework receives a great deal of
attention and can be monitored by home and school.
Focus group discussions generated rich data and
offered participants the opportunity to share their
concerns, questions, and comments about each topic.

Focus Group Objectives
Objectives of parent focus groups were to: (a) understand parents' perceptions about their children's
literacy; (b) discuss how teachers and parents could
better communicate and support one another; (c)
share ideas for providing support at home; (d) identify main concerns about literacy; and (e) provide a
support system for parents.

Data Sources
Data sources for this study included six group
interviews (see Appendix A on page 38), field notes
recorded directly following each session, transcribed
audio-recordings of all data, and documents used in
each session. These four data sources were used to
triangulate our data (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).

Procedure
Each evening's events began as parents and children went to their respective meeting locations. As
parents entered the focus group meeting room, they
typically selected a beverage and a snack, and chose
a seat around a large rectangular table. Waiting
for them at each seat was the week's handout(s)
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and resources that we provided such as postcards,
pencils, notepads, and books that the parents added
to their resource folder given to them the first night.
While the parents waited about 15 minutes for the
session to begin, they engaged in casual conversation. While still actively participating, one parent
often knitted during the sessions, and some parents
felt comfortable bringing their other children to the
meetings. When children were present, they did not
participate in the dialogue of the focus group.
At the beginning of each session, we conducted focus
group interviews in which parents shared their
thoughts about information offered in previous focus
group sessions. As all group members sat around a
table, they shared strategies, frustrations, and questions within a supportive environment. At the end of
each session, parents requested specific information
to be discussed during the following sessions. Pearl
(1997) supported the notion of using parents' suggestions in formulating the content of the session
and providing opportunities for parents to share.
We followed numerous suggestions she offered to
make each session conducive to positive interactions
between all members involved.

Focus Group Sessions
Session One. The first session, titled Helping Your
Child Grow as a Reader, focused on fluency and
comprehension of varied genres. Some strategies
discussed included:
Language Experience Approach (Van Allen,
1976)
Choosing just right books (Routman, 1994)
Repeated readings (Samuels, 1979)
Whisper reading to bridge oral to silent
reading
Setting a schedule for reading and other
homework
Acting as a reading and writing role model
for children
Building children's self-perception through
authentic praise and encouragement
Session Two. During the second session, titled
Exploring Children's Literature from Your Library to
Your Lap, we:
Discussed, showed, and reviewed varied
genres
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Discussed the necessary ambiance that can
be created within the home around literacy

on windows, or on cookie trays filled with
salt, flour, etc., and using magnetic letters
Understanding the difference between high
frequency words and pattern words

Discussed making time to read every day
individually and as a family

Sorting words
Using invented/temporary spelling

Provided recommended booklists
Modeled a read-aloud

Suggested making frequent trips to the local
library
Discussed limiting television viewing and
video game playing
Provided the following resources: (1) library
cards for the university library, (2) reading
tools for students to track print, and (3) various books purchased through Scholastic Book
Club with grant monies from the university
Session Three. For the third session, titled Learning
to Write with Your Child, we provided varied strategies for generating writing at home and assisting
with writing homework. Some strategies shared
included:
Writing thank-you notes, grocery lists, and
e-mailing family members
Organizational tools, such as graphic organizers
Generating ideas through free writing, drawing, and talking
Providing writers' notebooks
Creating and revising with sticky notes
Acting as a scribe for children when the
physical act of writing detracts from their
performance
Using the computer to help with all areas
of writing, especially generating ideas and
revision
Session Four. The fourth session, titled Spelling Strategies to Use at Home, focused on using
varied strategies for word study at home in order
for parents to further help their children develop
stronger vocabularies, sort words, discover patterns,
and invent their spelling. Some strategies shared
included:
Creating word banks
Playing games such as hangman
Practicing spelling words in fun and creative
ways, such as typing on computers, writing

FALL

Session Five. For the fifth session, titled Using the
Web to Encourage Your Child's Literacy Development, we worked with parents in the computer lab
to review Web sites useful for parents and children
to support literacy activities. Parents used computers to explore suggested sites highlighted during
the session as well as their own discoveries. Some
examples of Web sites included interactive children's
magazines sites, writing process sites, virtual manipulatives for math enrichment, and virtual science
explorations. Such Web sites included:
www.readingatoz.com: A paid subscription site that offers printable
resources for leveled readers along
with comprehension activities.
www.timesaversforteachers.com/fre
eforms/1 000writingideassample. pdf:
This is a site for kids to find topics
to write about for their daily free
writing. It is also useful in generating
writing topics.
www.nlvm.usu.edu: This Web site
includes virtual manipulatives for
grades pre-K through 12 to help
students practice basic math concepts. Students can build conceptual
understanding of numbers and
operations, algebra, geometry, and
data analysis.
www.weeklyreaders.com: Students
can check out current events on this
Web site. There are games to play
and numerous activities.
www.puzzlemaker.com: This fun Web
site allows students to make crossword puzzles, word searches, and
more using their own words.
www .kidsclick.org: This search
engine was created by librarians for
students to easily access many kidfriendly topics.
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Session Six. The sixth session, titled Assessment:
What Do Those Numbers Really Mean? focused on
reviewing samples of standardized assessment scores
for reading and writing. Ediger (2008) listed possible
questions parents might ask concerning standardized assessment. These questions reflected topics
explored during the session such as:
Vocabulary terms
Purposes and uses for assessment
Formal and informal assessments
Techniques for standardized assessment
preparation
Four inconsistencies apparent in every
assessment situation (student, test administrator, environment, and test) (Cramer,
2001, 2004)
Reviewing their children's informal reading
inventories

Analysis
We each kept a field note journal that provided
documentation for ongoing and reflective thinking
throughout data collection (Kemmis & McTaggart,
2005). Data from 8 hours of audio-recording were
transcribed and copies of all forms of data were
analyzed. Following the mode of naturalistic inquiry
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985), we coded the transcripts
individually and together chose final categories
based on the comparisons in our coding. Analysis
revealed new categories through the constantcomparative method (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Strauss
& Corbin, 1998). The categories were summarized
and themes emerged.

Findings
Key Themes of Parent Focus Groups
Key themes of parent focus groups included: (a)
frustration; (b) teacher/parent strategies discussed;
(c) teacher/parent strategies applied; and (d) flexible
agenda.

Frustration. In each of the six focus group sessions,
parents expressed frustration about a lack of time
and problems with homework. Parents shared comments such as "I get this message from the teacher
that ... your child's homework should only take him
half an hour." Even when parents attempt to add
more support at home, the lack of time was a frustration for them and their children. One parent stated,
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" ... she gets enough homework that she doesn't feel
like she should have to do anything extra, even
though she knows she needs to work on her reading
and her spelling .... She knows that she needs to do
extra .. .it's hard enough for her to do what she has."
Parents also expressed a sense of disconnect between
the school and home. They felt frustrated with what
they perceived as a lack of honesty teachers showed
concerning their children's difficulties. One parent
stated, "I would've liked to know ... when she was
in kindergarten and first grade (and) not to have
sugar-coated what the problem was. Because the
teachers were always saying, 'Oh, no, no, you're fine.
Relax. Don't worry about it."' Another parent stated,
" .. .if the teachers would've been honest with us and
said ... 'Maybe he should be held back.' ... Because I
don't consider it a reflection on the teacher .... Every
child is different. Every child is going to develop at
[his or her] own pace."
Other parents felt frustrated with special education.
One parent said, "We had to fight to get her out of it
[special education] ... the main thing was she's going
onto high school and [we] really wanted her to have
eighth-grade reading so that she could understand
how to write papers." Another parent said, "It took
me [un]til this year to get legal action to finally get
my daughter tested for learning disabilities and she
qualified ... I've been fighting them since first grade."
Yet another parent stated, " ... I know the programs
are expensive for special education, but ... she's going
to be lost next year. She reads (at) a second-grade
level. She's (in) fifth grade."

Parent I Teacher Strategies Discussed. Throughout
all six focus group sessions, all of us discussed a
multitude of strategies to be used at home. Parents
suggested strategies such as:
" ... we forced her about 2, 3 years ago to read
an hour every day."
"[My son uses the] markers that you can
write on the window. So I'll read the word
and he writes it on the window .. .if it's
wrong ... he just crosses it off and tries
[again]."
" .. .if she finds a pen she likes to write
with ... I'm really happy because she hates
the actual physical writing."
"We started a synopsis box .... They wrote a
synopsis ... they were reading a lot through
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the whole summer .. .It was an incentive for
them."
"Whiteboards, we've always used whiteboards .... Get them different colored markers and that's worked for my kids."
We, as teacher-researchers shared a multitude of
strategies such as:
" ... [R]ead aloud the directions to them ...And
then read it together ... Then have [them]
read it by themselves."
" ... the language experience approach ... the
parent writes ... what the student is saying ...
the student is able to write a story ... [and]
reread it back."
"[Writing] should also be seen .. . as life
work ... we're encouraging ... writing at home."
" ...kids don't have a hard time verbalizing
what they want to say but it becomes
overwhelming as they try to get it down .. .
use sticky notes ...you can be .... the scribe .. .
while they're talking .. .kids can move them
around ... and come up with ... an outline of
what they want to write."
"[I say to my students] 'I think I have
another book that you might like that's
about the same kind of topic,' and I bring
that one over and I make a few suggestions.
I never make it forceful... I might offer
something that's similar."

Teacher I Parent Strategies Applied. At the start of
each focus group session, parents were asked during
a whole group interview, "Which strategies have you
used at home with your child? In what ways do you
believe the strategies have helped, or are helping
your child?" Ediger (2008) suggested parents should
share with the group strategies used at home with
their children.
Parents shared comments such as:
"I tried that story thing [Language Experience Approach]. You said have them tell
a story ... and then she loved that .... She
likes to tell stories and act out, and you
know do her own plays and stuff. So I just
told her to make up a play and Mom will
write it down. And ... I thought [that] was
a fun thing. She didn't feel like she was
doing work .... she's always feeling like
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she's doing school work ... so that was fun
for her."
"I tried the short interval reading [breaking
30 minutes into chunks of time] ... And it
worked better ... So it just gave him like 10
minutes .. .he loved it ... I think he understands the stories better and you know he
has more fun doing it too."
"We gave him a long table in his own little
room to go into for this [writing] project."

Flexible Agenda. Each focus group session revolved
around parents' needs. We prepared instructional
plans and packets reflective of the predetermined
themes for each week based on parents' responses
to the question asked at the end of each session:
"Are there other areas of literacy you wish to have
addressed in future focus group sessions?" Parents
suggested:
"I know on the MEAP ...their scores ...
they meet the basic or they're above the
standards What does that mean? What
standard?"
"My daughter has a hard time writingphysically writing ... how important is it that
I make her practice the actual writing?"
"Words Their Way ... they instituted that at
our school this year .. .it would be helpful if
you could [bring that in]."
"How do you make that transition into
be[ing] able to retain that information you
do when you read out loud versus when you
silent read?"
"So here's a question ... she'll write them
(spelling words in her writing) wrong, and
she doesn't know how to spell them. Is that
because she didn't really memorize them
enough, or is it because she doesn't have
retention?"
In an informal conversation, one parent
requested we provide a chart of reading
levels. She voiced a concern in hearing so
many different numbered reading levels
from teachers and not understanding how
they align.
Another parent asked if he should limit the
amount of time his child spends reading
comic books and how to encourage him to
read other genres.
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Interpretation of the Findings
Parents experience numerous difficulties in helping
their children with homework, such as a lack of time,
assignments at the child's frustration level, and a
lack of communication and understanding between
parents and teachers. There is inherent importance
in teachers valuing, listening to, and hearing the concerns, frustrations, questions, and comments of their
students' parents. It is imperative to foster communication skills in which teachers purposely intend to
receive knowledge from parents about their children's
education versus only imparting knowledge.
There is a disconnect between home and school.
Simply offering suggestions to parents about ways
they can help is not supported by the literature
(Christenson et al., 1992), nor was it supported
through this study. Parents need to be offered
support in understanding how they can use the suggestions. The disconnect must be reduced in order to
help children acquire every level of academic success
possible. One reason the disconnect may exist is
teachers' expectations for parents' assistance with
homework. The expectations do not always take into
account the difficulties parents face in helping their
children at home.
Oftentimes, the quick advice teachers give parents
does not help solve the problems parents are having
at home regarding their children's literacy development. Ediger (2008) summarized numerous ways
parents could be offered support through parentteacher conferences. However, since conferences are
often limited in time, her valuable suggestions could
possibly be better achieved through parent focus
groups. Through such avenues of communication,
teachers can begin to listen to their students' parents
and acquire a better understanding of how to help
their students more thoroughly. Furthermore, they
may begin to understand that parents do wish to
help their children, but are in need of guidance in
order to facilitate their reading and writing acquisition (Christenson et al., 1992).
When teachers provide the assistance parents need,
they are also providing a higher quality of education
to their students. We speculate that other parents
may have similar frustrations and needs and, therefore, similar programs could be enhanced through
additional support provided to parents in response
to their needs. It is imperative to provide programs
that not only impart knowledge, but also enable
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teachers to learn from the participants. Adhering to
a flexible agenda allows the parents' needs to direct
the program, versus educators having predetermined
lessons to teach parents.
This research is valuable for a variety of educators
from classroom teachers to professors. This is also
important for administrators, parents, and the
community. As an educational community, the more
support provided to parents potentially has a greater
impact upon the children we teach. When the adults
in our children's lives work together, the children's
chances for improvement in their academics and
overall well-being improves immensely.

Limitations of the Study
Using a focus group has limitations. We used a convenient sample of any parents who wished to attend
the instructional session(s) as our focus group. The
findings from this study cannot be generalized, however focus group methodology is designed to learn
about the various perspectives from a select group
of people who potentially represent a larger group,
in this study, parents of struggling readers (Eberly,
Joshi, & Konzal, 2007). As participant observers, our
biases may have affected our findings as we believe
in the importance of such a program for parents.
Another limitation of this study includes the lack
of evaluative methods to strengthen the findings
(Mattingly et al., 2002). Chavkin (1994) concluded
that programs must be evaluated to determine their
effectiveness and transferability to other contexts.
We did not evaluate the effectiveness of the focus
group sessions. Future research needs to use questionnaires and interviews to determine the effectiveness of the program (Mattingly et al., 2002).

Summary
Overall, parents responded positively to becoming
a part of a parent support group in which their
concerns and frustrations were shared with other
members. Parents benefitted from the additional
forms of aid that they could offer their children in
order to improve their level of achievement in school.
Based on the conversations that evolved throughout
these focus group sessions, we highly recommend
the use of such group sessions to improve any educational system whether it is at the classroom, district,
or college level. By offering educational services to
the families we teach, we can improve our children's
levels of academic success.
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APPENDIX A
Interview Protocol
Project: Parent Focus Group of Struggling Readers at the Oakland University Reading Clinic
After each instructional session, parents will be asked the following five questions. Their responses will be
audio-recorded provided permission granted.
1. What do you feel was the most helpful information shared during tonight's session?
2. What questions do you have about the information that was shared during tonight's session?
3. For those of you who have attended a previous session, or sessions, which strategies have you used at home
with your child? In what ways do you feel the strategy or strategies has helped, or is helping your child?
4. Are there other areas of literacy you wish to have addressed in future instructional sessions?
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